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Abstract: Students of computer science studies enter university education with very different competencies, experience and knowledge. 145 datasets collected of freshmen computer science students by learning management systems in relation to exam outcomes and learning dispositions data (e.g. student dispositions, previous experiences and attitudes measured through self-reported surveys) has been exploited to identify indicators as predictors of academic success and hence make effective interventions to deal with an extremely heterogeneous group of students.
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1 Introduction

Due to the dramatically increasing student numbers in computer science studies, the heterogeneity of university entrants is growing continuously. Approaches like learning analytics (LA) try to address this diversity by identifying, collecting and analyzing data features from different sources like student information systems (SIS) or learning management systems (LMS). Through systematically analyzing learning-related data it should be possible to support the learning processes of heterogeneous students by recognizing and consid-
ering individual requirements. By regularly collecting and analyzing data it could be possible to directly react and offer support to prevent students from dropping out of university. The aim is to provide informative feedback on an individual and organizational level and offer opportunities for institutions to support student progress [BFM12; WI12]. Pattern recognition and predictive analytics have not yet been widely used in educational settings [WI12] and much of the data on which LA applications depend comes from learning management systems where grades are only included in some cases. While such learning analytics approaches demonstrated the potential of LA for feedback on the individual level, the findings based on demographics, grades and data tracked from the LMS were rather limited to the descriptive functions of LA. The limits of SIS and LMS data and the lack of important markers of students’ heterogeneity thus make it difficult to design pedagogically informed interventions [CH15]. To overcome this shortcoming recent studies have proposed a Dispositional Learning Analytics (DLA) approach. A DLA infrastructure combines data of learning dispositions that impact learning processes (e.g., student dispositions, values, and attitudes measured using self-reported surveys) with data extracted from LMSs and SISs to optimize the connection with learning interventions [RCZ17]. In our empirical research focusing on a introductory module in computer science and programming we provide an application of the theoretical framework of DLA [BC12]. Furthermore the DLA perspective of individual difference characteristics that impact learning processes is expanded by an approach that focuses on the requirements of the currently heterogeneous student body. In order to ensure the implementation of an adequate learner-centered course design particular attention has to be paid to the increasing heterogeneity of the students. Different dimensions of heterogeneity are of particular relevance for higher education [MSM12]: social heterogeneity (age, family status, migrant background, academic background of the family), cognitive heterogeneity (skills, competences), expectancy (vocational and practice-orientation), motivational heterogeneity (procrastination, pragmatism, self-organization) heterogeneous situations in life (professional activity, part-time study, commuter). The main aim of this predictive modeling endeavor is to identify a set of key variables from a rich set of data as a basis for evidence-based decisions concerning a range of interventions intended to deal with the heterogeneity of undergraduate computer scientists. On the one hand, major academic success factors could be identified from the derived datasets, curricula adjusted accordingly and targeted academic support offered for disadvantaged students (e.g. with little prior knowledge of computer science). On the other hand, the LA infrastructure could serve as a
learning coach to provide timely, formative feedback about learning activities and success and indicate a risk of underperformance.

2 Learning Analytics and learning dispositions data

2.1 Learning Analytics in Higher Education

Learning analytics tries to apply the outcomes of analyzing data collected by monitoring and measuring the learning process and its contexts [Te17]. Empirical studies furthermore show that academic success can be well predicted by a range of demographic, psycho-emotional, cognitive, methodological and social factors [CN12]. Models based on learning psychological and pedagogic theories are often only able to explain up to thirty percent of variance. Learning analytics research that predicts academic success from log data in virtual learning environments [Ag14] indicates that the combination of interaction data from the LMS and learning dispositions data can substantially improve the explained variance of learning success. Demographic characteristics, motivation, conscientiousness and commitment, prior knowledge, skills, competences, talent and personality have all proved to be features of learning dispositions with a significant impact on learning in higher education. By looking at the role of several alternative data sources this study extends the analysis of predictive modeling of academic performance and learning behavior.

2.2 Learning dispositions data

In contrast to previous DLA approaches which based their research on a single newly constructed instrument to collect dispositions data [BC12], our study employs well-established and validated instruments. Some learner characteristics and attitudes towards learning can be influenced by education (e.g. promotion of self-reliance, learning strategies). However, other personality qualities like psychometric properties also play a significant role in influencing academic achievement [ZZ16] and are quite stable over time [EKS17; HB17]. Consequently, we cannot try to influence the personality traits of the students so that they better fit to our organization of study programs and curriculum. Having accepting this, we then have to turn the tables: can the various requirements of the students be satisfied by the study program or are adjustments necessary? According to social-constructivist learning theories,
learning is an active process of learning construction in which prior knowledge plays an important role [BP12]. We assume that when learning computer programming the effect of prior knowledge is of particularly crucial importance. Unfortunately the application of an entry diagnostic test of programming skills is time-consuming and could have a dissuasive effect on freshmen students with less prior knowledge. Therefore we would like to find out the extent of the predictive power of self-reported prior knowledge in programming for overall course performance. Other DLA research covering various aspects of affective, behavioral and cognitive antecedents of learning processes has found quite weak relationships between the instruments applied and academic performance [Te17]. Our contribution to the DLA research is based on a case study of freshman students in computer science and focuses on the influence of personality traits on academic achievement and the role of prior knowledge.

3 Method

While an increasing body of research is becoming available about the relationship between LMS data and academic performance [e.g. AG14; MD10], about the effects of formative assessment and feedback on learning [BF06], and about the relationship between learning dispositions data covering aspects of affective, behavioral and cognitive antecedents of learning processes [BC12], our empirical research examines the relationship between personality traits and the role of prior knowledge on academic achievement and how all these elements (LMS, formative assessment, learning dispositions data) can be integrated into a research context to analyze the relative contributions of each of the elements to student achievement. With a focus on combining longitudinal learning data extracted from an institutional LMS (including track data extracted from formative tests/quizzes), results from weekly exercises and self-reported learning dispositions data, this study aims to answer the following research questions:

- To what extent does the data of LMSs, formative assessments, personality traits and self-reported learning dispositions predict academic performance over time and what is the most effective data for predictive modeling?
- What is the relationship between learner data sources (LMSs and self-reported data) and assessment data (formative and summative) and to what extent do these predictions overlap?
• Which data source (LMSs, formative assessments or self-reported learner data) has the most potential to generate timely, informative feedback for students?
• To what extent does the LA approach support decisions about pedagogical interventions (e.g. redesign of courses)?

3.1 Description of the course and participants

145 datasets of freshmen computer science students enrolled in 2016/2017 on a module in introductory computer science and programming at Frankfurt Goethe-University could be derived. Most of the students, 70%, are male. The educational setting in which students learn can be described as a blended learning system. One component consists of lectures which are also recorded and available as e-lectures. Attendance of the lectures is optional. Another component is a face-to-face tutorial course with small groups (15 students) and a problem-based learning approach with weekly exercise sheets (11 sheets about basic knowledge and concepts in computer science and seven sheets introducing programming and code writing). Students have to prepare the exercises and subsequently discuss the solution approach with a tutor. Participation in these tutorial groups is also optional, as are the online components of the blended setting. The LMS system Moodle is used to share basic course information and learning resources like PDFs and quizzes. Overall 24 quizzes are available and consist of items which expand on the content of the lecture and tutorial courses. The use of quizzes and participation in tutorial courses is stimulated by making bonus points available for good performance. Overall the bonus is maximized to 20% of what can be scored in the exam. Due to the very diverse levels of prior knowledge in computer programming we chose this pedagogical setting as it stimulates students with less prior knowledge to make intensive use of learning resources. Learners with less prior knowledge may realize from the continuous feedback that they are falling behind other students, and therefore need to achieve a good bonus score for both, so as to compensate and improve their learning. A good way to do this is to attend the lecture and tutorial courses regularly and use the learning resources on the LMS with e-lectures, quizzes and literature.


3.2 Data sources and procedure

Learning Management System: Every user action is stored as a database record by Moodle data extraction tool. Following a system-independent classification of interactions in LMSs [Ag14] three different types of interactions associated with virtual learning are possible: student-student interactions (online communication between students, using chats and messages in forums), student-teacher interactions (e.g. interactions involving synchronous and asynchronous tutoring) and student-content interactions (interactions that happen when students make use of the content resources).

In our educational setting students could access e-lectures, various course materials (documents, videos, textbooks) and quizzes and automated feedback on their quiz attempts. These student-content interactions are usually associated with browsing and accessing the different resources, tasks, etc. Communication tools like the E-Mail-Function or course discussion boards were not used systematically, because within our educational setting the students see each other at least twice a week, so there is limited need for online-communication via the LMS. According to the concepts of previous research [Ag14; MD10] and our educational setting, we pre-selected items from the 140 possible interactions tracked in Moodle that describe student-content interactions: accessing the different resources (LMS_content) and the quizzes (LMS_quiz).

Learning dispositions data: Three different types of learning dispositions were included in this study: prior knowledge in computer programming, marks in math, English, German and informatics at school, and personality traits. Prior knowledge in computer programming was measured within the first week of the module. The data is based on an instrument adapted to the German language from the computer programming self-efficacy scale (PSES) [AD09; RW98]. The 7-point scale consists of 28 items and the reliability of the scores was $\alpha = .98$; example item: *I could write a computer program that computes the average of three numbers.* In addition, items for collecting information related to gender and marks in high school in math, English, German and informatics were prepared and delivered to the students via the LMS, together with the third component, the measurement of personality traits. This was undertaken using a short version (21 items) of the Big Five Inventory (BFI-K) for assessment of the five factors of personality with very well-tested psychometric properties [RJ05]. The Big Five Factors are: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness to experience [JSS99].
The inventory was administered with a self-report survey scored on a 5-point Likert scale.

**Students’ academic performance:** For the predictive modeling three measures of academic performance were included: score in written exam (only exam results, without bonus points), aggregated scores for the exercise sheets about basic knowledge and concepts in computer science (ProgrammingBasics [PBasics]) and the sheets for introduction to programming and code writing (ProgrammingPractice [PPractice]).

**Data analysis:** For further analysis the LMS data was exported into an Excel file and merged with final course exam data, learning dispositions data and the grade data of the exercise sheets. 145 datasets could be derived after merging all data files. Then the dataset was imported into SPSS for statistical analysis. The first step of the analysis consisted of an observation of bivariate correlations between the various datasets and the results of the course exam. Since simply relying on correlations for predictive power may lead to Type II errors, we carried on to confirm the results with multiple regression. For the analysis a data transformation was used to standardize variable data as Z-scores, because the dataset contains variables measured in different scales. The multiple regression was calculated with the final course score achieved by each student as the dependent variable and the LMS datasets, learning dispositions data and results of the exercise sheets as the independent variables. Multiple regressions calculate the variance of the dependent variable as linear combinations of the independent variables. This method makes it possible to generate predictive models for the dependent variable based on data from the independent variables and assigns regression coefficients to each independent variable, allowing us to assess their relative importance in the predictive model. In the study a backwards multiple regression was calculated as this has the advantage that there is no suppression effect such as occurs when independent variables interact with opposite effects, possibly leading to Type II errors [Br13].

### 4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the predictive power, as multiple correlation $r$, of alternative longitudinal datasets. All correlation coefficients above 0.2 are significant at $p < 0.01$ (two-tailed) and those of 0.2 or smaller at $p < 0.05$ (two-tailed).
Table 1: Multiple bivariate correlations $R$ between various data sources and three academic performance measures. (n.s. = not significant)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>PBasics</th>
<th>PPractice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks in math</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in English</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in German</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in informatics</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSES</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Big five factors:
- extraversion: n.s. n.s. n.s.
- agreeableness: n.s. n.s. n.s.
- conscientious: n.s. n.s. n.s.
- neuroticism: -.18 n.s. n.s.
- openness: n.s. n.s. n.s.

### 4.1 Predictive power of demographic data

Apart from gender (code: female = 1, male = 2) the other tested demographic variables (age and number of semesters) did not show significant correlations with exam results or results from the exercise sheets (PBasic and PPractice). A statistically significant relation was measured between gender and academic performance in solving the exercise sheets with computer programming tasks (PPractice). These exercises were performed better by males. This could be explained by the fact that the group of women had less prior knowledge in computer programming (variable PSES) ($M = 2.7; SD = 1.4$) than men ($M = 3.6; SD = 1.8$). This difference is significant with $t(137) = -4.2$, $p < 0.01$. Furthermore, there are no gender differences in high school marks, which are also significant predictor variables. This shows the impact of prior knowledge in programming. Even without differences in math, informatics, English or German, women have difficulties catching up with men in programming, because of a lack of prior knowledge.
4.2 Predictive power of learning dispositions

Marks in high school all show significant correlations with performance measures. The impact of marks in math is substantial: its beta weight in predicting the course exam is 0.52, explaining in itself 27% of variation. Also the language marks (German, R = .44 and English, R = .24) and marks in informatics (R = .51, n = 97, not all participants took informatics in school) are significant predictor variables. The data of the computer programming self-efficacy scale (PSES) is also a powerful predictor for exam performance (R = .31) and performance in solving exercise sheets (PBasic, R = .19; PPractice, R = .35). 12% of variation of the practical computer programming performance can be explained by the self-reported programming skills. In line with social-constructivist learning theories where prior knowledge plays an important role, prior education (marks in school and domain-specific competences) seem to be useful factors to include in learning analytics modeling.

The Big Five Factors of personality do not show substantial predictive power for academic success. In contrast to previous research [GW01] a systematic relation between the factor conscientiousness and learning performance could not be found. There is only one exception: a significant negative correlation between the factor neuroticism and the course exam (R = −.18). This means that students who are uncertain, frightened and nervous perform worse in the course exam, but performed as well as the others in the continuous exercises (PBasic and PPractice). The result shows that the educational setting discriminates against students with a high level of neuroticism. Providing students with past exam papers for practicing purposes or writing a trial exam or completely different forms of examination could be measures to support such students.

4.3 Predictive power of LMS data

Given the wealth of LMS student-content interaction data, preliminary analyses were applied to find out which indicators of learning intensity performed well in most of the consecutive weeks. The total number of clicks per week, merging the overall activities, showed the most consistent role in all of the weekly models to predict the impact of student-content interactions (LMS_content) on academic performance. Other variables like total time online, #files viewed, #uploaded, etc. did not show a consistent role for predictive modeling. The results show little progress in predictive power over time. The
earliest predictions have a beta weight in predicting course exam results of 0.23, indicating that only about 5% of performance variation can be explained by LMS student-content interactions data. After some weeks without significant correlations between overall LMS user activity and performance at the end of the semester coefficients increase to a medium-large effect size (R = .30 – .50) with values up to 0.37 in week 15. This is one week before the exam. This late time close to the exam is not very useful as a prediction model for providing early feedback to students.

A remarkable and consistent feature of prediction is the LMS quizzes dataset. The variable “first score” showed the highest consistency in all of the weekly models and was selected for prediction. Figure 1 demonstrates the predictive power in terms of the multiple correlation coefficients of longitudinal models developed on the Moodle quizzes data for three performance measures. Multiple correlations values demonstrate a medium–large effect size (R = .30 – .50) and develop from around R = 0.30 to R = 0.48 at the end of the semester.

![Figure 1: Predictive power of the Moodle quizzes dataset for three performance measures (only significant p < .05 correlations are shown)](image)

In line with previous research [Wo13], the results of quizzes seem to be a reasonable indicator for learning in prediction modeling.
4.4 Predicting performance by exercise sheet results

A good predictor for exam performance are the weekly results of the exercise sheets. Exercise sheets about basic knowledge and concepts in computer science (PBasics) had to be prepared from the first week until week 11, and the sheets for the introduction to programming and code writing (PPractice) had to be prepared in weeks one and two and then every second week until week 12. Students who learn continuously throughout the semester and perform the exercises well, also perform better in the final exam. Therefore, performance measured by exercise sheets constitutes a reliable predictor for the exam. Multiple correlation values range from $R = 0.20$ to $R = 0.59$, which explains 35% of variation.

4.5 Predictive modeling by multiple regression

Although different variable sets appear to show a significant correlation with final exam results, it would be erroneous to rely too heavily on the predictive power of simple correlations. A multiple backwards stepwise regression was conducted in order to develop a predictive model in which the variable “final course exam” was the continuous dependent variable. The final results of the backwards stepwise multiple regression are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Standardized coefficient beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMS_Quiz</td>
<td>.313</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBasic</td>
<td>.301</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPractice</td>
<td>.258</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks German*</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>1.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks math*</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>1.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSES*</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>1.186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Learning Dispositions Dataset
The analysis generated a predictive model of students’ exam results as a combination of LMS quiz tracking data, learning dispositions data and formative assessment data. The Durbin-Watson coefficient value indicates that there are no auto-correlation problems in the model. All six variables are statistically significant contributors (p < 0.05) and the values of the variance inflation factor (VIF) suggest that multicollinearity effects may be ruled out in this analysis. The multiple squared correlation coefficient for the model is .727, indicating that some 73% of the variability in students’ final performance in this course can be explained by this combination of LMS data and learner data. The single most predictive variable reported here, with a regression coefficient (Beta) of .313 is the LMS tracking variable LMS_Quiz, measuring the total achievement of the first scores of online self-test quizzes. The variable represents student engagement with the learning content, rather than their effort in completing graded course assessments.

The student-content interaction data, measured by the number of total clicks per week, is dominated by the predictive power of the other data components. The LMS student-content interactions data has no added value in predicting performance and was excluded from the predictive model by the backwards stepwise regression analysis. An important finding is that knowledge of actual course design (e.g. what online resources are available, online communication between students and students, and students and teachers) is critical in determining which students are not engaging with course materials in a manner that is indicative of an effective learning strategy. In line with previous findings [MD10; Wo13; Xi15] quizzes, integrated in the course design, seem to be a good indicator of students’ engagement in learning and therefore also for predictive modeling. The second and third significantly predictive variables PBasic and PPractice represent student engagement in solving exercise sheets, also used as a formative assessment to stimulate continuous learning throughout the semester with the possibility of gaining nine bonus points for the final exam. The final three significantly predictive variables observed in this study come from the student learning dispositions dataset. They are related to prior knowledge. Students with better marks in German and math and prior knowledge of computer programming, measured by the computer programming self-efficacy scale (PSES), achieve higher overall final exam results. The Big Five Factors of personality do not show substantial predictive power for academic success. The variables were excluded from the model.

Learning dispositions data is not as easily collected as tracking data from the LMS [BC12]. Whether the effort involved in collecting learning dispositions data, like prior knowledge in computer programming or high school marks, is
worthwhile or not also depends on whether this improves the ability to predict the passing rate.

To test the predictive power of the model in terms of whether or not an individual student is considered “at risk of failure”, binary logistic regressions were calculated. Students with course exam scores < 50% were coded as “at risk” (0), while students with exam scores ≥ 50% were coded as “performing adequately or better” (1). In our course scoring scheme < 42% was considered a fail. The division point was selected to include students whose final exam scores indicate they barely passed the course and may have benefited from earlier feedback, support and intervention. The logistic regression model (Tab. 3) accurately placed individual students in either the “at risk” or “performing adequately or better” category 91.9% of the time. The model resulted in errors, classifying an “at risk” student as “performing adequately or better” at a rate of only 5.2%: only seven students out of 135 were predicted to be performing adequately or better when their actual final exam score placed them in the “at risk” category. Out of these seven students, only three actually failed the course. They did not achieve scores over 42%. Three out of 135 represents a predictive failure rate of only 2.2%.

Table 3: Logistic regression “Risk of failure” classification results (N = 135)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Percentage correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>Not at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at risk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall percentage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “At risk” = exam score < 50%; “Not at risk” = exam score ≥ 50%

By placing four students in the “at risk” category even though these students eventually passed the course (achieving scores of > 50%) the model predicted wrongly 3% of the time. This error seems to be of less concern because it seems better to mistakenly identify a student as being at risk of failure than to neglect a student who requires additional learning support. If these results had been accessible earlier in the semester, the majority of students who failed or almost failed and those who would have been recognized “at risk of failure” could have been identified by teachers.
The value of the learning dispositions data for prior knowledge (expressed as self-reported programming skills and high school marks in German and math) can be demonstrated by a binary logistic regression analysis where only these three variables are included in the model (Tab. 4).

Table 4: “Risk of failure” classification results from three dispositions data variables (N = 141)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>Not at risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at risk</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall percentage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the model accurately placed the students 72.3 % of the time (Tab. 5), which shows that even with only these three variables collected in the first week of the semester the model is still comparatively precise. In the model 27 students out of 141 were predicted to be performing adequately, while their final course score placed them in the “At risk” category. This is a failure rate of (only) 20 %. However, as soon as quiz and formative assessment data become available their predictive power is dominant.

5 Conclusions

In this exploratory study we integrated data from several different sources and found evidence for the strong predictive power of data from LMS tracked quiz data and formative assessment data. We also found evidence for the predictive power of some learning dispositions data. Predictions of academic performance using data of domain-specific skills like prior knowledge in computer programming or high school marks in – for the field of knowledge – relevant subjects were much more accurate than when using personality trait data. The Big Five Factors of personality could not be used for predictive purposes. The role of student-content interactions data from the LMS (total number of weekly clicks) also appeared to be minimal and was thus also excluded from predictive modeling. The combination of LMS quiz tracking data, the results
of exercise sheets, data of prior education (high school marks), and self-reported prior knowledge led to the predictive model with the greatest significance. Therefore learning analytics should combine LMS data with learner data. As soon as this data is available the generation of timely feedback based on performance predictions and early signaling of underperformance is possible. Differences in prior knowledge and education of the students seem to have a high impact on learning success, which could be quite accurately predicted with our dataset. The high cognitive heterogeneity of the students becomes a key issue for course planning and learning process planning. One idea for dealing with this challenge is to select students with less prior knowledge in computer programming and invite them to a special tutorial so that they can catch up with the others. Future studies should be directed towards the investigation and analysis of potential indicators in relation to other dimensions of heterogeneity such as social heterogeneity, heterogeneous situations in life, or motivational heterogeneity. Even if previous findings show weaker relationships between motivational heterogeneity data and academic performance [Te17], these kinds of learning dispositions could be used in combination with LMS and assessment data to provide better predictions, e.g. in cases where the quality of quizzes and tests are weak (e.g. when they are focusing on factual knowledge only) and do not fit well to the requirements of the final course exam.
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